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"Is that why Dolivar's knights have been falling like dead flies throughout the battle?! This…" The saint 

stretched out his hand and grabbed the talisman quickly and checked it out like a little child examine a 

new toy. 

 

His great astonishment surprised Robin himself so that he looked at him in surprise and said, "I got to 

say, I really am a failure when it comes to hiding, and it is clear that your highness is a failure yourself 

when it comes to gathering intelligence as well!" 

 

Then the sage realized the extent of his reaction, so he returned to his first sitting way, "Aha, the time 

was very short to collect all the evidence, as soon as we confirmed your identity, I called you 

immediately... hey, do you have anything else?" 

 

Finally, anticipation began to fill the eyes of the sage, previously he was about to start negotiating with 

Robin over the talismans of fire, and maybe he could pull out some spirit Revitalizing pills out of him too 

 

Although he will not benefit anything from these pills, they will still help many royal family knights and 

saints to increase their level. 

 

"anyway... as I said, those Darkness talismans can hide anyone for 5 seconds, But it will be less effective 

for those with high soul powers like the saints of high leveled knights or even those who were born with 

strong souls like me... 

 

It caught the saints of Dolivar of guard twice because they weren't trying to use their soul power to 

search, but it won't much in the future... so I advise you to keep them for low leveled knights or the 

middle leveled ones at most." 

 

Robin then put his hand back into the box and took out a green-colored hide, "This is a Vitality talisman, 

it can give a person 10 days of natural healing instantly, it's an extra life for anyone who enters a 

battlefield." 

 

The sage received the green talisman from Robin's hand with great awe, if this talisman had previously 

existed, he could have saved many of his family members... 



 

But it wasn't too surprising as with the Darkness talisman, as he had heard of something that was 

making saints and knights able to forget their severe wounds and continue fighting, but only now did he 

know that it was also a Talisman, with such wonderful properties! 

 

Only now everything that happened in the last battle made sense, "sigh~ Well, now you offered me your 

goods.. how do you intend to supply it to me?" 

 

"I'm not done yet..." 

 

"... hah?" Sage Albert was very surprised, as no evidence of the existence of another type of talisman 

appeared in the events of the battle 

 

Robin put his hand back into the box and pulled out two rings made of metal.  

 

On top of the ring is a somewhat wide squared base with cool-looking symbols on it... It looks like a 

regular ring that can be bought from any accessory store, Robin raised them high while fixing his eyes on 

them, and said, "This... is my last and greatest invention to date." 

 

Robin's words struck the sage Albert like a thunderbolt, after all of what he had seen so far, and this was 

the greatest he had accomplished? What is it ..!? 

 

The Sage leaned forward a little and stared at all the details of the ring and the beautiful inscriptions on 

it, but he did not understand anything... "What does this ring do? What do these symbols refer to?" 

 

"Oh, you mean those engravings? It is nothing don't mind it, It is just a regular ring I bought from a store 

near the institution earlier." 

 

The sage did not expect this answer, then he asked Without patience "Then what is the use of the 

ring?!" 

 



"Umm... It's better not to use words here, no matter how much I talk about it, it won't be as good as 

actually experiencing what it does, why don't we put them to test before we continue speaking? Please 

let some saint take one of the rings and go somewhere far from here.." 

 

"Far? How far exactly...?" The wise man was surprised by Robin's request 

 

"As far as possible! as we do not have time I'll start the test in five minutes, I guess five minutes is 

enough for an average saint to travel tens of kilometers?" 

 

"Forget about an average Saint, I'll do it! Give me this ring." Sage Albert took one of the two rings and 

disappeared... 

 

Robin didn't expect what happened.. he looked around and it was absolute silence, he was all alone in a 

room full of treasures and antiques...  

 

he didn't know whether the sage trusted him to such a degree, or that he knew that Robin would not 

dare touch anything... 

 

--------------------- 

 

After 4 minutes and 50 seconds - some more than 200 km from Robin... 

 

Sage Albert finally stopped his crazed flying and stop on top of a mountain outside the royal capital... 

prepared for this interesting *experiment*. 

 

All the way he was trying to guess what this ring might do, would it explode remotely? would it make 

him faster..? 

 

the three talismans that Robin was able to make were so different in essence and applications that it 

was near impossible to predict what he would leave next. 

 



A second... two...  it was one of the very few times in his life that he felt that time was not moving fast 

enough...  

 

*tuk... tuk...* 

 

the five minutes passed a few seconds ago and nothing happened... 

 

The sage began to feel silly, he jumped to try a thing from a 150 old kid without even thinking, ' you 

better not be messing with me..' 

 

Finally, the ring began to glow faintly and give a poking itchy feeling on his finger,  

 

automatically, he passed some energy into that area to see what was happening. 

 

At this moment he heard a human voice in his ear... 

 

{"Hello.. test... test... Mr, Sage, do you hear me? If you can hear me, come back and please bring me 

something to eat with you, some grilled blood peacock meat would be perfect... I haven't eaten 

anything decent in days and I have to negotiate with you, do you know how tiring this is? have some 

good manners for your guests!! ...please? Um... "} 

 

The Sage from shock took two steps back involuntarily and turned around to look in every direction 

trying to identify the source of this voice... This was Robin's voice!! 

 

But he quickly gave up trying to find him, no one knows how fast he moved better than him, that only an 

equal leveled or a stronger Sage could follow him without him noticing,  

 

But there is no way that another sage would be too free to bring Robin on his back and hide around to 

make a prank on him! 

 

The sage pounced from the ground so hard that the rock under his feet turned to dust and sped towards 

Robin at full speed. 



 

four minutes later... 

 

*swoosh* 

 

A strong sound of wind came through the window and Sage Albert suddenly appeared in front of Robin, 

with red eyes and a tingly face like a ghost, and began to shout, "WHAT MAJIC IS THIS? How did your 

voice reach my ears?!" 

 

Robin also looked angry and got up and shouted, "Where the hell is my grilled blood peacock?!" 

 

*0_0* Sage Albert's turned into a poker face... 

 

  Partially surprised, Partially trying to pressure Robin, he came in a scary momentum to make Robin 

submit everything he knows... Not in a million years, the sage anticipated such a reaction from Robin 

 

but he knows that Robin responded in this way to lighten the atmosphere again and absorb the heat of 

the situation and regain the peaceful controllable atmosphere again... knowing that he lost this round, 

Alpert dispersed his aura and sat down 

 

His expression turned into a smile and a chuckle, then he said, "I apologize for my behavior a little while 

ago I controlled my feelings a little, you can start to Explain in your own way." 

 

"I wasn't joking... get me something to eat, I'm starving here..." 

 

"Eh? Oh... servant, have a great feast in honor of our guests." 

 

"Don't forget the grilled blood peacock" 

 

"....Make some grilled blood peacock! Ahem..can we continue our talk now?" 

 



Robin nodded with a smile and spoke, "Well, Your Highness, a while ago I heard about the suffering of 

transmitting information to long distances and the difficulty of communication in general,  

 

as you know the Information Transfer Department and scouting, in general, can destroy or save armies, 

so I thought of an innovation directed to this field... 

 

In general, I have researched several paths, and one of those paths is the Wind heavenly path. 

 

One of the minor heavenly laws of this path is the minor heavenly law of sound.  

 

After researching it for some time I discovered that sounds are actually just waves that travel through 

the wind and depend entirely on it. 

 

And that was it... after another few days of research... I was able to make two talismans connected 

together, when you speak through one of them, the talisman strengthens and speeds up the sound 

waves in the direction of the other talisman.... You could say it's a fixed channel of communication." 


